
Promotion Rules 
 

§1 
General Provisions and Definitions 

1. The promoter under the name "30th Anniversary Promo" is FAKRO America LLC, based at 39 W. Factory Rd. 
Addison, IL 60101 hereinafter referred to as the Organizer. 

2. The promotion will run from May 5, 2021 until June 30, 2021. During this period, you should buy the FAKRO 
promotional products at the retail outlets and you must submit a complete promotional form by July 31, 2021 
(the date of the purchase counts as the proof of purchase). 

3. Participants of the promotion could be any adult 21 and over, installers, architects and constructions companies 
who during the promotion period purchase FAKRO promotional products and send the promotional application, 
hereinafter referred to as the Participants. 

4. Promotional Form - documents completed online and sent by the Participant: 

 Promotional Form - the form is available at https://www.fakrousa.com/rebate-for-buying-fakro-attic-
ladders-texas/#rebate which the Participant must fill out and send with the photocopy of the proof of 
purchase by clicking the submit button. Submissions must be sent by July 31, 2021. Please allow 6 to 8 
weeks for check delivery. 

 Proof of Purchase - an invoice scan documenting the purchase of promotional products during the 
promotion, including their names and quantities. 

5. FAKRO promotional products are attic stairs, such as models: 

 LST 

 LMB 

 LWB 

 LWF 

 LMF 

 LMP 

 LWT  
6. Mail in Rebate - reimbursement of part of the costs of purchasing promotional products, which will be sent to 

the Participant's by check within 6-8 weeks of the positive verification by the Organizer.  
The Participant may receive a promotional refund for the promotional products referred to in point 5 §1 
documented on the purchase receipt according to the principle: 

 LST $35 for each unit 

 LMB $15 for each unit 

 LWB $15 for each unit 

 LWF $35 for each unit 

 LMF $35 for each unit 

 LMP $35 for each unit 

 LWT $35 for each unit 
7. These regulations and all information materials regarding the promotion are available at the headquarters of the 

Organizer and on the website https://www.fakrousa.com/rebate-for-buying-fakro-attic-ladders-texas 
The promotion does not cover products purchased from the exhibition. 

 
§2 

Terms and Conditions of Participation 
1. A necessary condition for joining the "30th Anniversary Promo" promotion is to read and accept these 

regulations. 
2. All documents as being part of the promotional application (application form and proof of purchase) must match 

the details of the Promotion Participant. 
3. The promotion cannot be combined with any other promotions conducted by the Organizer, unless the terms of 

the individual promotional campaigns allow for such a possibility. 
 

§3 

https://www.fakrousa.com/rebate-for-buying-fakro-attic-ladders-texas/#rebate
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Responsibility and Rights of the Organizer 
1. The Organizer appoints a Promotion Commission to supervise its proper conduct. 
2. The Organizer is not responsible for incorrect completion of the application form by the Participant in the 

promotion. 
3. The Organizer is not responsible for any discrepancies related to the transfer of money to the Participant's 

account as a result of providing incorrect or incomplete data. 
4. The Organizer is not responsible for the actions of entities implementing the orders of the Promotion 

Participants. 
5. The Organizer reserves the right to inspect the original proof of purchase presented in the application in order 

to verify its authenticity. 
 

§4 
Personal Data Protection 

1. The administrator of personal data provided by Participants is FAKRO America LLC, with its registered office at 
39 W. Factory Rd. Addison, IL 60101. 

2. Personal Data of Participants obtained in connection with its organization of the promotion will be processed by 
the Organizer only for purposes related to its implementation, unless the Participant agrees to their processing 
for other purposes. Providing data is voluntary and it’s necessary to participate in this program. Program 
participants have the right to inspect their data and the ability to correct them or their removal upon request. 

 
§5 

Procedure for submitting and processing complaints 
1. Any complaints regarding the manner of implementation of the promotion can be submitted to the email 

address sales@fakrousa.com throughout the duration of the promotion, i.e. until June 30, 2021 (the date of 
delivery of the message is decisive). 

2. When submitting a complaint, the participant must provide the following information: first and last name, e-
mail address and exact description indicating the reason for the complaint. 

3. Complaints will be considered by the Promotion Committee composed of representatives of the Organizer on 
the basis of these regulations within 7 days from the date of receipt. 

4. The decision of the Promotion Commission is final and binding, and the notification will be delivered to the 
Participant to the email address from which the complaint was sent within 7 days from the date of consideration 
of the complaint. 

5. Exhausting the complaint procedure described above is not a prerequisite for taking legal action. 
 

§ 6 
Final Provisions 

1. Violation of the terms of these Regulations by the Participant may result in withdrawal of rights due to 
participation in the promotion. 

2. The rights and obligations of the Organizer and Participant are set out only in these regulations and applicable 
by law. 

3. All disputes arising from the implementation of obligations related to the promotion will be settled by a 
competent court. 
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